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a b s t r a c t

Ants live in dynamically changing environments, where food sources become depleted and alternative

sources appear. Yet most mathematical models of ant foraging assume that the ants’ foraging

environment is static. Here we describe a mathematical model of ant foraging in a dynamic

environment. Our model attempts to explain recent empirical data on dynamic foraging in the Argentine

ant Linepithema humile (Mayr). The ants are able to find the shortest path in a Towers of Hanoi maze, a

complex network containing 32,768 alternative paths, even when the maze is altered dynamically. We

modify existing models developed to explain ant foraging in static environments, to elucidate what

possible mechanisms allow the ants to quickly adapt to changes in their foraging environment. Our

results suggest that navigation of individual ants based on a combination of one pheromone deposited

during foraging and directional information enables the ants to adapt their foraging trails and recreates

the experimental results.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A major benefit of group living is the possibility of obtaining
information from other members of the group about the environ-
ment (Lachmann et al., 2000). When individual group members
have accurate information about risks and food availability of a
habitat, other group members can use this social information
to decide whether to stay or leave their current foraging range
(King and Cowlishaw, 2007). The best-known examples of infor-
mation sharing are found in the social insects (the ants and
termites and some species of bees and wasps) in which many
species have evolved complex signalling mechanisms that are
used to recruit group members to food sources (Beekman and
Dussutour, 2009). Most recruitment mechanisms rely on ampli-
fication via positive feedback, thus ensuring a rapid build up of
nest mates at food sources found (Deneubourg and Aron, 1986).

Until recently (Reid et al., 2011; Vittori et al., 2004) it was
assumed that mass-recruiting ant species such as the Argentine ant
Linepithema humile (Mayr) cannot reroute established foraging trails
if their pheromone-based navigation system relies solely on positive

feedback. Once a pheromone trail is heavily used the individual ants
are predicted to become trapped into continuing following and
reinforcing the existing trail, thus preventing the colony from
exploring the environment for better food sources, or shortest paths
to already exploited food sources. A recent study used an adaptation
of the ‘Towers of Hanoi’ (ToH) puzzle to determine if indeed the
ants’ behaviour is as inflexible as is generally assumed (Reid et al.,
2011). In particular Reid et al. (2011) tested whether Argentine ants
can solve a difficult optimisation problem and whether the ants can
adapt to dynamic changes in the problem. This puzzle normally
involves moving discs onto rods to form a pyramid using a strict set
of rules, but Reid et al. graphically mapped all possible moves in the
puzzle and formed a 2D maze the ants could walk through. A
previous study used a relatively simple maze with 12 possible paths
(Vittori et al., 2004). After the perturbation, the ants could construct
a new trail with minimal effort, as the new solution was close to the
original solution. In contrast, the maze used by Reid et al. (2011),
contained 32,768 possible paths, thus presenting a much greater
challenge to the ants. In addition, after the perturbation the ants had
to construct a solution that was very different to the original
solution. Contrary to expectations, Reid et al. (2011) showed that
the ants were able to quickly adapt when sections of the maze were
blocked off and new sections installed. Reid et al.’s study also
suggested that the ants use in fact different pheromones, one when
exploring their environment and one recruiting nest mates once
food has been found, and that somehow the presence of multiple
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pheromones allows the ants to rapidly adapt to changes in their
foraging environment.

In this study we develop a mathematical model aimed at
explaining the results of Reid et al. In addition to the biologically
motivated basic behavioural model, we investigate the impor-
tance of alternative forms of navigation, e.g. multiple phero-
mones, edge following, geometric bias and visual navigation, in
explaining the ants’ behaviour. Previous studies modelling ant
foraging under static conditions have shown that when ants rely
solely on a single pheromone, they become trapped in self-
reinforcing pheromone loops (Schweitzer et al., 1997; Garnier
et al., 2009). One can avoid the occurrence of such loops by
including directional information such that a simulated ant
knows it is either on its way to the food source or returning to
the nest (Vela-Perez et al., 2011). Similarly, the inclusion of two
separate pheromones (one deposited when foraging at a food
source and one when exploring the environment) combined with
a form of trail fidelity that decreases over time, avoids the
occurrence of pheromone loops (Schweitzer et al., 1997).

Given that simple models simulating ant foraging in static
environments already require the inclusion of either multiple
pheromones or directional information, the situation is likely to
become even more complex when modelling dynamic foraging
(Vittori et al., 2006; de Melo and Araujo, 2008, 2011; Garnier et al.,
2009; Reid et al., 2011). de Melo and Araujo (2008, 2011)
implemented repellent behaviour such that ants avoid congested
branches and included a sigmoidal model to prevent pheromone
stagnation. These effects are similar to applying constant noise,
which prevents complete convergence onto a pheromone trail and
enables the ants to discover alternative paths (Dussutour et al.,
2009a). Similarly Dussutour et al. (2009b) postulate the existence
of two pheromones to explain their experimental results using the
big headed ant Pheidole megacephala. In their experiments the ants
were able to rapidly reallocate foragers when the quality of food
sources was changed. Dussutour et al. showed that their experi-
mental results could be explained by the presence of an explora-
tion pheromone that acts as a long-term memory.

In our model we deduced possible mechanisms that allow ants
to adapt their foraging trail in a dynamic environment from
empirical experiments. Aron et al. (1989) showed that Argentine
ants continuously lay pheromone when foraging but these results
do not exclude the possibility that the ants deposit different
pheromones depending on context. The same authors also
showed that nestbound and foodbound ants lay different quan-
tities of pheromones and this behaviour has been incorporated in
the models of Vittori et al. (2004, 2006) and Garnier et al. (2009).
In Aron et al.’s experimental set-up (Aron et al., 1993) the ants
could potentially use a light source to navigate while Gerbier et al.
(2008) and Garnier et al. (2009) suggested that Argentine ants are
biased by the geometry of bifurcations, i.e. they prefer branches
that deviate less from their current direction of travel. Finally
Argentine ants regularly perform u-turns based on the geometry
of bifurcations after having selected a branch in a maze (Gerbier
et al., 2008). These studies suggest that to successfully reproduce
empirical results, simulations must include more complex beha-
viour than blind slavery to a single pheromone.

2. Methods

2.1. Model

We adapted Vittori et al.’s (2004, 2006) model of ant behaviour
and applied it to the graph representation of the Towers of Hanoi
maze from Reid et al. (2011). Our Standard model is a combination
of two pheromones and navigation based on directional

information. It was the first model which successfully recreated
the experimental observations in Reid et al. (2011). From the
Standard model we successively removed components, e.g. one of
the pheromones or the directional navigation, to extract the
behavioural rules essential to reproduce the experimental results.
All models were implemented as an event based simulation in
Repast (North et al., 2006).

2.1.1. The Towers of Hanoi maze

The Towers of Hanoi maze is modelled as a network of
connected branching points (Fig. 1) analogous to the experimen-
tal setup in Reid et al. (2011) for the state space of the Towers of
Hanoi (ToH) puzzle. We study two configurations of the maze: the
Classic ToH and the Modified ToH. The nest and the single food
source are connected via three bridges (upper, lower and central),
which can be open or blocked to provide the ants with a dynamic
shortest path problem. In the first 60 min of the simulations, the
upper and lower bridges are open, whilst the central bridge is
blocked. After 60 min the bridge with the highest flow of ants (see
Section 2.2) is blocked in the Classic ToH configuration, whereas
in the Modified ToH configuration all bridges apart from the
central bridge are blocked. The simulations start when the first
ant enters the maze.

Reid et al. (2011) performed two variations of their experi-
ment. In one variation the ants had prior access to the maze
before the experiment started. Hence, in this case the ants were
allowed to explore the maze before the food source was intro-
duced and deposit exploration pheromone. In the second varia-
tion, the ants did not have prior access to the maze; instead the
food source was introduced at the same time as that the ants
were given access to the maze. Because we do not know how

Fig. 1. (a) Classic Towers of Hanoi maze shown after a dynamic change where the

upper connecting bridge has been blocked. Arena dimensions: a, 901; b, 1351; c,

1351; d, 3 cm; e, 4 cm; f, 1.5 cm; g, 35 cm; h, 1 m. (b) Modified Towers of Hanoi

maze. Both connecting bridges have been blocked, and a central bridge has been

inserted in the centre of the maze. In both (a) and (b), the dashed lines represent

the new minimal length path(s). The shaded paths in (b) represent example paths

with corrective moves, which have been circled. The three corrective moves on the

half-maze with the food source represent the perpendicular path connecting the

lower and the central bridge. The wall highlighted black in (b) guides edge

following ants from the shaded trail to the blocked lower bridge and then to the

central bridge (adapted from Reid et al., 2011).
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exactly the ants make use of the pheromone deposited while
exploring the maze, we excluded this variation of the Reid et al.
study in our simulations.

2.1.2. Ant model

Simulated ants can be in one of two states: unfed and heading
for the food source or fed and heading for the nest. The number
F(t) of unfed ants entering the maze at time t – also called the
flow – is controlled by the logistic equation

dFðtÞ

dt
¼ rFðtÞ 1�

FðtÞ

K

� �
, ð1Þ

where r represents the recruitment rate, i.e. the fraction of ants
recruited to foraging, and K represents the value of the flow at
saturation (Vittori et al., 2006). The flow of ants at step t can be
obtained from Eq. (1) by integration over time

FðtÞ ¼
Fmax

1þðFmax=F0�1Þ � exp�t=tr
, ð2Þ

where Fmax ¼ K is the maximum value of the flow at saturation,
F0 the initial value of the flow and tr the time constant related to
the recruitment rate (Vittori et al., 2006). Each ant entering the
maze is given an individual speed taken from the normal
distribution Nðv,vsÞ with mean velocity v and standard deviation
vs. Ants traverse the maze by repeatedly selecting one of the two
alternatives at branching points. However they are not allowed to
choose the branch they have used when entering the branching
point except when they encounter a dead end. When an ant
reaches the food source it spends a certain time feeding. This time
is modelled by a negative exponential function with characteristic
mean time tf . After that time the respective ant becomes fed and
navigates through the maze back to the nest. When a fed ant
reaches the nest it is removed from the maze.

2.1.3. Pheromone model

In this model we wanted to test if the ants are better at solving
the ToH puzzle when they can use two different pheromones, F1

and F2, when making a choice at branching points. Selection of
the next branch in the maze using one or both pheromones is
modelled by the standard approach used in the literature for
Argentine ants (Goss et al., 1989; Deneubourg et al., 1990), here
applied to the case of two alternative branches i and j for
pheromone Fs. The probability ps(i) to choose branch i is

psðiÞ ¼
ðksþFsðiÞÞ

as

ðksþFsðiÞÞ
asþðksþFsðjÞÞ

as
, ð3Þ

with parameters ks describing the attraction of branches without
pheromone s and as the non-linearity of the choice function. An
unfed ant always lays q units of pheromone on a branch it has
selected, whereas a fed ant lays Q units of pheromone. If the ant
has two pheromones it lays only either pheromone F1 or
pheromone F2, and which one depends on the behavioural
model.

The amount of pheromone FsðeÞ on each branch e evaporates
with rate ls per second which yields the time discretisation
Fsðe,tþ1Þ ¼ �lsFsðe,tÞ. The evaporation rate is fixed such that
stable trails have evaporated after 20 min as reported in
Deneubourg et al. (1990). This ensures that the simulations
converge to a stable state before the dynamic change and before
the simulation is stopped (see Supplementary material).

2.1.4. Standard model

The behaviour of an individual ant at a branching point is
illustrated in Algorithm 1. We refer to the behaviour described in
Algorithm 1 as the Standard model.

Algorithm 1. Ant behaviour in Standard model.

1: if unfed then

2: if no foraging pheromone F2 (scouting) then

3: alternativeþdirectional navigation

4: lay exploration pheromone F1

5: else

6: trail¼alternative with highest foraging

pheromone

7: if overrideðtrail,‘unfed’Þ then
8: directional navigation

9: else

10: foraging pheromone navigation

11: end if

12: lay foraging pheromone F2

13: end if

14: else {ant is fed}
15: if no foraging pheromone F2 (scouting) then

16: exploration pheromone navigation

17: else

18: trail¼alternative with highest foraging

pheromone

19: if overrideðtrail,‘fed’Þ then
20: directional navigation

21: else

22: foraging pheromone navigation

23: end if

24: end if

25: lay foraging pheromone F2

26: end if

At each branching point, an ant must decide which navigation
system it will use, based on its internal state, the amount of
pheromone(s) deposited on the branches and the orientation of
branches within the maze. In the standard model ants can lay
exploration pheromone or foraging pheromone (sensu Dussutour
et al., 2009b). Unfed ants explore the maze continuously and lay
exploration pheromone (F1). Ants returning from the food source
can use the presence of exploration pheromone to find the nest
while unfed ants use exploration pheromone to select the branch
that carries less exploration pheromone. The latter case we call
navigation based on choosing the alternative branch or short
alternative navigation. Hence, in the context of unfed ants,
exploration pheromone has an effect similar to the repellent
pheromone described for Pharaoh’s ants Monomorium pharaonis

(Robinson et al., 2005). Conversely, fed ants lay foraging pher-
omone (F2), marking the path from the food source to the nest. In
the presence of foraging pheromone at a branching point (see
Appendix A) ants follow this foraging pheromone while simulta-
neously laying foraging pheromone themselves even when they
are unfed (van Vorhis Key and Baker, 1986). If the branch with the
highest amount of foraging pheromone (trail) leads the ant to the
desired destination (to the nest when fed, to the food when
unfed), the ant uses the pheromone to select the next branch. If
pheromone would lead the ant away from its preferred direction,
it relies on directional navigation to override the pheromone
information. Formally, override is a boolean function defined as

overrideðtrail,stateÞ

:¼
91801þfðtrailÞ�fðnestÞ94fmax? if state is ‘unfed’,

9fðtrailÞ�fðnestÞ94fmax? if state is ‘fed’,

(

ð4Þ

where fðtrailÞ is the direction of the branch trail and fðnestÞ is the
direction of the nest at the ant’s current position. fmax ¼ 901 is a

K. Ramsch et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 32–4534
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threshold parameter describing the tolerance of the ant to devia-
tions from the desired direction (i.e. the nest or the food source).

Ants that use directional navigation measure the angular devia-
tion between the direction to the nest and the direction to both the
alternative branches i and j at the branching point. If both deviations
are different, fed ants choose the branch with less deviation while
unfed ants choose the branch with larger deviation with probability
p
+

(the respective other branch is chosen with probability 1�p
+

).
This model of directional navigation can be considered to be at least
as realistic as the model in Vittori et al. (2004), where the informa-
tion about the location of the nest is modelled as the angle between
the branch and the longitudinal axis of the experimental setup.

To determine the likelihood of left or right turns at branching
points in the maze, the behaviour of individual ants was analysed
from videos described in Reid et al. (2011). The data consisted of
15 workers placed on individual, pheromone-free half-mazes and
filmed for 8 min. After the first minute was discarded, the choices
of individual ants at branching points were recorded for the
remaining 7 min. We obtained the angular bias p

+
by counting

how often ants preferred the branch deviating most from the
direction of the nest. The result is shown in Table 2.

Before the ants discover the food source or whenever an unfed
ant becomes separated from the foraging trail, the ants use both
the presence of exploration pheromone and directional bias as
described earlier (we call this ‘scouting navigation’). When p1ðeÞ is
the probability to select branch e when using only exploration
pheromone and pdirðeÞ is the probability to select e when using
only directional navigation, probability pnðeÞ for choosing branch e

combines both navigation systems by

pnðeÞ ¼ 1=2�waltðp1ðeÞ�1=2ÞþwdirðpdirðeÞ�1=2Þ: ð5Þ

Here walt and wdir weigh navigation using exploration pheromone
(alt) and the directional navigation (dir) by relation walt ¼ 1�wdir .
Given that ðwaltþwdirÞA ½0;1� the value of pnðeÞ also lays in [0,1].
Note that in our Standard model ants use directional bias in two
situations: first when overriding ‘incorrect’ pheromone information
and second when scouting in order to move away from the nest.

Various models of Argentine ant foraging include u-turning by
individual ants; e.g. u-turning ants make a 1801 turn and walk
back in the direction they came from (e.g. Garnier et al., 2009).
Beckers et al. (1992) differentiate between trail based u-turns and
intrinsic u-turns. Trail based u-turns (also called uninformed
u-turns) are performed as a reaction to individual error, e.g. when
the pheromone on the selected branch is lower than expected.
Such u-turns will not influence the behaviour of subsequent ants
and act in a way similar to noise (Dussutour et al., 2009a). An ant
will make a so-called intrinsic u-turn (also called informed
u-turns) if the branch chosen leads the ant away from its
preferred direction; hence intrinsic u-turns indicate the existence
of other information that can be used to navigate. U-turns do not
contribute information to the decision making processes but are a
product of them. We therefore exclude u-turns in our model.

2.1.5. Variations and simplifications of the Standard model

We studied the influence of scouting behaviour, i.e. the beha-
viour of unfed ants in the absence of foraging pheromone, to verify if
one navigation system (e.g. pheromone based or based on direc-
tional navigation) is sufficient to explain the initial construction of
the foraging network similar to the Standard model. We generated
two variations of the Standard model by setting walt ¼ 0 and wdir ¼ 1
(navigation based on directional bias only), or setting wdir ¼ 0 and
leaving walt as parameter (alternative only, i.e. navigation based on
the presence of exploration pheromone only).

We also simplified the Standard model to capture the essential
behaviour that is necessary to explain the experimental results in

Reid et al. (2011). We removed sets of behaviour rules from the
Standard model and defined the following three simplifications.

In the one pheromoneþdirectional navigation version of our
model, ants always lay pheromone F1. However if following the
pheromone trail contradicts the ant’s directional preference, it
will ignore the pheromone. In addition, unfed ants only use
directional information as in the Standard model with directional
bias only (see Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2. Ant behaviour in one pheromoneþdirectional

navigation.

1: if unfed then

2: if no pheromone F1 (scouting) then

3: directional navigation

4: lay pheromone F1

5: else

6: trail¼alternative with highest pheromone

7: if overrideðtrail,‘unfed’Þ then
8: directional navigation

9: else

10: pheromone navigation

11: end if

12: lay pheromone F1

13: end if

14: else {ant is fed}
15: if no pheromone F1 (scouting) then

16: pheromone navigation

17: else

18: trail¼alternative with highest pheromone

19: if overrideðtrail,‘fed’Þ then
20: directional navigation

21: else

22: pheromone navigation

23: end if

24: end if

25: lay pheromone F1

26: end if

The two pheromones model is similar to the Standard model,
but does not include directional bias. Hence unfed ants only use
the presence of exploration pheromone navigation in Line 3 of
Algorithm 1 and pheromone information is never overridden, i.e.
Lines 6–9, 11, 18–21 and 23 are removed from Algorithm 1.
Similar to Eq. (5) for the Standard model,

pn

altðeÞ ¼ 1=2þwaltð1�pðeÞ�1=2Þ ð6Þ

defines the probability to choose branch e at a branching point.
Here an ant uses the presence of exploration pheromone to
determine that this area has been explored but no food was found.
The parameter walt controls the chance that an ant will use the
existence of exploration pheromone to select the branch that
carries less exploration pheromone or alternatively make a random
decision. A value of walt ¼ 1 represents the standard decision
probabilities in Eq. (3) but in this case the presence of pheromone
does not lead to the ant choosing the branch with more pheromone.
Decreasing weight walt increases the randomness of the decision.

In the one pheromone model, ants always lay pheromone F1

and always decide which branch to select based solely on the
presence of pheromone F1. Therefore Algorithm 2 is reduced to
Lines 1, 10, 12, 14, 22, 25 and 26.

A brief summary of the model components contained in each
variation of the Standard model is presented in Table 1.

K. Ramsch et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 32–45 35
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2.2. Evaluation

We analysed the trail networks resulting from the simulations
with respect to connectivity, minimality, and their shape after the
dynamic change. The trail network that is established by the ants
in the simulations is defined according to the flow of ants U(e)
through each branch e of the maze, i.e. the total number of ants
traversing e in the evaluation time teval. If the flow U(i) of branch i

is higher than a constant g times U(e) averaged over all branches e

of the maze, then branch i is considered to be part of the trail
network. This network definition is independent of the number of
ants in the maze. In our simulations we set g¼0.8.

To evaluate the behaviour of the simulated ants we checked
their ability to successfully produce connected foraging networks.
For this we counted the number of connected networks generated
for several simulation runs for different sets of parameter values.
In order to compare the simulations with the experimental results
in Reid et al. (2011) we counted how many minimal paths were
contained in the network. In the first hour of the simulation two
minimal paths are possible, one using the upper bridge and one
using the lower bridge. In the Classic ToH configuration one of
these minimal paths is removed by blocking the bridge. In the
Modified ToH configuration both bridges, and therefore both
minimal paths, are blocked and the middle bridge is opened.
After that there are four new minimal paths all leading through
the middle bridge. We also determined the proportion of net-
works that contain at least one minimal path and the total length
of the trail network. The minimal paths of all configurations have
a total length of 108 cm each (as in Reid et al., 2011).

Reid et al. (2011) showed that corrective moves in the foraging
network can successfully measure the ants’ ability to adapt to the
dynamic change and capture the adaptability much clearer than
the total length of the trail network. A corrective move is a branch
of the trail network which connects two branching points
perpendicular to the long axis of the maze (Reid et al., 2011)

(Fig. 1). The set of all corrective moves necessary to connect one
of the bridges with another bridge by a shortest path is called a
perpendicular path (see Reid et al., 2011 and Fig. 1). All measures
except number of connected networks were only applied to the
subset of connected trail networks.

The model of the flow of ants entering the maze continuously
creates new ants (see Eq. (2)). It is implicitly assumed that
successful foragers leave the maze when they return to the nest.
Using the parameter values for the flow of ants found in Vittori
et al. (2006) we implicitly assume a population size of 1000
individuals but the number of fed ants returning to the nest in a
specific simulation run determines the actual number of ants in
the maze. Thus if the actual number of ants in the maze exceeds
the population size of the colony, we stop the simulation.

3. Results

All simulations were run with the parameter values shown in
Table 2. For each fixed parameter set the simulations were repeated
30 times for all variations of the model. In Table 3 all parameters
varied in the models are listed with their biological interpretation.

3.1. Standard model

In the Standard model we set the amount of pheromone laid by
unfed and fed ants such that q¼Q ¼ 1 and ran simulations for
all combinations of the parameter values wdir Af0:5,0:7,0:9g,
aAf2:0,2:5,3:0,3:5,4:0g and kAf1;3,5;7g.

3.1.1. Parameter selection

Fig. 1 shows that the minimal paths before and after the
dynamic change share fewer edges in the Classic ToH configura-
tion (no edges) than in the Modified ToH configuration (eight
edges). Therefore changing the pheromone threshold k can opti-
mise the system in favour of one of the two ToH configurations.

Table 1
Behavioural rules contained in different variations of the Standard model: the

number of pheromones deposited (# p), whether or not directional navigation (D)

and alternative navigation, i.e. selecting the branch with less exploration pher-

omone, (A) is used when ants are scouting, and if pheromone information is

overridden by directional navigation (O). Behavioural rules contained in the model

are denoted by |, rules which are not contained are denoted by –.

Model # p D A O

Standard 2 | | |
Directional bias only 2 | – |
Alternative only 2 – | |

One pheromoneþdirectional navigation 1 | – |
Two pheromones 2 – | –

One pheromone 1 – – –

Table 2
Values of those parameters that were fixed in the simulations and references.

Param. Description Value Origin

Fmax Maximum flow of ants 0.42 s�1 Vittori et al. (2006)

F0 Initial flow of ants 5�10�4 s�1 Vittori et al. (2006)

tr Time constant used in recruitment 127.4 s Vittori et al. (2006)

v Average speed of ants 0.861 cm s�1 Reid et al. (2011)

vs Standard deviation of ant speed 0.154 cm s�1 Reid et al. (2011)

tf Average time spent at the food source 179.9 s Vittori et al. (2006)

li Evaporation rate for pheromone Fi 0.006 s�1 Supplementary material

p
+

Angular bias 0.889 E

fmax Tolerated angular deviation 901 Simulations

teval Network evaluation time 10 min Reid et al. (2011)

g Constant in network definition 0.8 Simulations

Table 3
Parameters varied in the models and their biological interpretation.

Param. Description

q Pheromone deposition (unfed ant)

Q Pheromone deposition (fed ant)

walt Weight of alternative navigation when scouting

wdir Weight of directional bias when scouting

wfed Weight of directional bias when fed ant scouts

wunfed Weight of directional bias when unfed ant scouts

a Attraction of pheromone differences at branching points

k Attraction of branch without pheromone

K. Ramsch et al. / Journal of Theoretical Biology 306 (2012) 32–4536
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Changing the value of wdir , i.e. the weighting between using
directional bias and navigation based on exploration pheromone
when ants scout for food, only has a minor effect on the number of

connected networks (Fig. 2), proportion of networks with minimal
paths (Fig. 3) and the number of corrective moves (Fig. 4). We
therefore use the fixed value wdir ¼ 0:9 below. The connectivity of

Fig. 2. Number of connected networks (y-axis) in time (min, x-axis in min) for different parameter values in the Standard model. (a–d) Classic ToH configuration and (e–h)

Modified ToH configuration.

Fig. 3. Proportion of networks with minimal paths (y-axis) in time (min, x-axis in min) for different parameter values in the Standard model. (a–d) Classic ToH

configuration and (e–h) Modified ToH configuration.
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foraging networks is maximised with parameter configuration
(a¼ 4, k¼1, wdir ¼ 0:9) (see Fig. 2). Increasing a, i.e. increasing
the attractiveness of foraging pheromone trails, decreases the time
until the trail network is converged to the minimal path in both
ToH configurations. However to obtain a larger proportion of
networks with minimal paths and lower number of corrective
moves, we have to set parameter k higher in the Classic ToH
configuration than in the Modified ToH (Figs. 3 and 4).

In this study we are interested in recreating the results
observed in experiments for both the Classic ToH and the
Modified ToH configuration (see Reid et al., 2011) and not in
optimising certain parameter values with respect to some chosen
measure. We therefore used parameter values a¼ 4, k¼5,
wdir ¼ 0:9 in the simulations described below.

3.1.2. Adaptive behaviour

The number of minimal paths in the network (Fig. 5(a)) shows
an essential property of the pheromone navigation model used in
the simulations: whenever there is more than one path to the food
source and the ants use only pheromone to navigate, eventually one
of the alternative paths is chosen (see Goss et al., 1989). This is in
contrast to the experiments with real ants where multiple stable
trails are possible (see Reid et al., 2011). The proportion of networks
with minimal paths (Fig. 5(b)) confirms that both at the start of the
simulation and after the dynamic change, a minimal path is found
and used frequently. The number of corrective moves (Fig. 5(d)) and
the total length (Fig. 5(c)) both decrease over time. Just before the
dynamic change and also at the end of the simulation, the
simulated ants use a minimal path and have reduced the number
of corrective moves close to zero showing that the system is able to
converge to a minimal path.

The number of corrective moves measured in the simulation
after the dynamic change, is consistent with the number of

corrective moves necessary to return to the minimal path (14
for Classic ToH and 6 for Modified ToH respectively see Fig. 1). As
a consequence of the difference in number of minimal paths
between experiments (multiple minimal paths possible) and
simulations (only one stable minimal path possible), the number
of corrective moves after the dynamic change differs slightly from
the values observed in experiments. In the Classic ToH experi-
ment some of the networks do not utilise the characteristic
perpendicular paths as can be deduced by the mean number of
corrective moves being lower than 14 directly after the dynamic
change (� 9:5, see Reid et al., 2011). In the Modified ToH, real
ants reconnect the two minimal paths using the upper and the
lower bridge by a total of approximately 12 corrective moves
(Reid et al., 2011); instead of the 6 corrective moves necessary
with only one minimal path as observed in the simulations. The
major differences between simulation and experiment therefore
result from the inability of the pheromone navigation model to
form and stabilise more than one pheromone trail.

Reid et al. (2011) showed that over time the development of
the total length of the trail network and the number of corrective
moves were very similar in the Towers of Hanoi maze. We
therefore decided to use only one measure in the remainder of
our study and focused on the number of corrective moves.

Fig. 6 shows examples of trail networks consisting of exactly
one minimal path and their respective foraging pheromone
concentrations at the end of the simulation. In both ToH config-
urations foraging pheromone information and trail network shape
match, while exploration pheromone has completely evaporated
(not shown).

In Fig. 7 typical trail networks longer than the minimal path
are shown for both configurations. As indicated by the proportion
of networks with minimal paths, each network contains a mini-
mal path, but also additional alternative paths. In the Modified
ToH configuration it is likely that using directional navigation to

Fig. 4. Number of corrective moves (y-axis) in time (min, x-axis in min) for different parameter values in the Standard model. (a–d) Classic ToH configuration and (e–h)

Modified ToH configuration.
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override pheromone information causes the trails to converge to
the minimal path given sufficient time. Using two pheromones in
the Classic ToH configuration we find that ants establish directed

traffic on two alternative paths (Fig. 7(c), right side of the maze).
The nestbound ants at the food source choose the branch with
high foraging pheromone thus enforcing that trail (upper trail in

Fig. 5. (a) Number of minimal paths, (b) proportion of networks with minimal paths, (c) total length of trail network, (d) number of corrective moves and (e) number of

connected networks when a¼ 4, k¼5 and wdir ¼ 0:9 for both Classic ToH configuration and Modified ToH configuration in the Standard model. The horizontal dashed line in

(c) indicates the total length of a minimal path. Bars represent standard errors.

ToHModifiedToHClassic

Fig. 6. (a and b) Representative trail networks with a minimal path and (c and d) their foraging pheromone distributions in (a and c) the Classic ToH configuration and (b

and d) the Modified ToH configuration, at the end of the simulation in the Standard model. Images of the trail networks contain the trail (solid lines) and the remaining

branches of the maze (dotted lines). Grey colours in pheromone images are scaled by 90% of the maximum pheromone. All values above that threshold are shown in black.
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Fig. 7(c)). The foodbound ants arriving via the lower bridge follow
the lower trail until the last branching point. Once arrived at this
branching point the absence of foraging pheromone favours the
less deviating branch to the food source. However as there is no
foraging pheromone on this branch, these ants only deposit
exploration pheromone (see Fig. 7(f)). This behaviour was not
observed in the experiments with real ants.

We also counted how often individual ants of the Standard

model used a certain navigation system to select a branch at
branching points. At each branching point we counted if the ants
selected a branch based on either following exploration phero-
mone to the nest (homing), turning away from the nest due to
directional bias and the presence of exploration pheromone when
scouting (scouting), following foraging pheromone (foraging) or
using directional bias to override inconsistent pheromone

information (override). Plotting the fraction of decisions for
different navigation systems against the simulation time (Fig. 8)
shows that most of the time ants follow the foraging pheromone
trail. Only rarely do ants rely on exploration pheromone or scout
navigation once foraging trails are established (t410 min in
Fig. 8). The number of times that the ants use directional bias to
correct (override) incorrect pheromone-based decisions is rela-
tively small and decreases when the system is not perturbed.

3.2. Variations of the model

3.2.1. Scouting behaviour

The behaviour of scouting ants is an important aspect of
understanding trail development in dynamic as well as static
foraging situations. Fig. 9 shows the results in the absence of

ToHModifiedToHClassic

Fig. 7. (a and b) Trail networks, (c and d) foraging pheromone distributions and (e and f) exploration pheromone distributions of trail networks in the Classic ToH

configuration (a, c, and e), and the Modified ToH configuration (b, d, and f), at the end of the simulation in the Standard model. Both networks are typical examples of

complex trail networks. Description of colours as in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Fraction of decisions based on specific navigation systems (a) in the Classic ToH configuration and (b) in the Modified ToH configuration using the Standard model.

At each branching point we counted if the ants selected a branch based on either following exploration pheromone to the nest (homing), turning away from the nest due to

directional bias and the presence of exploration pheromone when scouting (scouting), following foraging pheromone (foraging) or using directional bias to override

inconsistent pheromone information (override). a¼ 4, k¼5 and wdir ¼ 0:9 in both cases.
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foraging pheromone and when unfed ants can either use direc-
tional bias or exploration pheromone to navigate. In both varia-
tions, i.e. when scouting ants in the Standard model navigate
using either directional bias or the presence of exploration
pheromone, simulated trail networks capture the experimental
results reported in Reid et al. (2011) (see Fig. 9). This indicates
that either mechanism, directional bias or the use of exploration
pheromone, is sufficient for the exploration of the maze. When
navigation is based on exploration pheromone only, the ants need
to lay a second pheromone, i.e. the foraging pheromone to mark
the path to the food source. This is not the case when using the
directional bias which leads unfed ants away from the nest.
However ants using directional bias may be trapped in dead ends
in mazes shaped differently to the ToH maze.

3.2.2. Simplifications of the Standard model

One pheromone and directional navigation: We obtain very similar
results to those of the Standard model when we use foraging
pheromone only combined with directional bias (Fig. 10): trail
networks are quickly connected, a minimal path is found in all cases
and the number of corrective moves after the dynamic change shows
the characteristic values observed in the Standard model (compare to
Section 3.1.2 and Fig. 5). The trail networks observed in samples
randomly chosen from our pool of simulations are very similar to the
trail networks depicted in Figs. 6 and 7(b) and (d). But the directed
traffic described for the Standard model in Section 3.1.2 was not
observed in any of the sample networks.

Two pheromones: When using two pheromones without
additional information the tested parameter values were all
combinations of walt Af0:1,0:3,0:5g, aAf2:0,2:5,3:0,3:5,4:0g and
kAf1;3,5;7g. We find the highest number of connected networks
(summed over all time steps) when using parameter configurations
(a¼ 3:5, k¼1, walt ¼ 0:5) for the Classic ToH configuration, and
(a¼ 4, k¼1, walt ¼ 0:1) for the Modified ToH configuration Fig. 11.

Even when using two pheromones, we find instances where
the ants did not converge onto a minimal path. Using parameter
values for which the proportion of networks with minimal paths

is 1, the number of connected networks is very low. For example,
with parameter values (a¼ 3, k¼5, walt ¼ 0:5) at t¼70 min in the
Classic ToH configuration all connected networks contain a
minimal path, but there are only five of them (out of 30, data
not shown). In general, navigation with two pheromones can
reduce the number of corrective moves over time but is rarely
able to converge the network entirely to a minimal path, neither
before nor after the dynamic change.

One pheromone: To investigate if the presence of foraging
pheromone alone is sufficient to obtain results at least similar
to those observed in the real ants, we fixed q¼1 and ran
simulations for all combinations of parameter values wfed, wunfedA
f0:5,0:75,1:0g, Q Af0:5,1:0,1:5,2:0g, aAf2:0,2:5,3:0, 3:5,4:0g,
kAf1;3,5;7g and Q Af0:5,1:0,1:5,2:0g. Similar to walt in the two

pheromone model wfed and wunfed are the weights controlling how
strongly the branch selection of fed and unfed ants respectively is
influenced by the use of pheromone navigation and randomness. We
stopped all simulations before the simulation time of 2 h because the
number of ants in the maze exceeded the total number of ants in the
population. In the majority of cases the ants fail to construct
connected networks between nest and food source (see Table 4 for
exceptions) while in some simulations the ants construct circular
trails (see Fig. 12). Only once do we see that the simulated ants adapt
to the dynamic change (Table 4) but finally a loop recruited more
and more ants until the population size is exceeded.

Fig. 12 shows typical networks before the number of ants exceeds
the population size. In both ToH configurations new ants are
recruited to and trapped in a strong pheromone loop. In the
connected network a simple loop away from the connecting trail
captures all ants that encounter the trail (Fig. 12(a)). In the
disconnected network (Fig. 12(b)) the dead end at the closed bridge
deflects the ants back towards the loop at the nest entrance resulting
in ants endlessly commuting between dead end and loop.

3.3. Robustness

To test the robustness of navigation based on directional bias,
we introduced error to the ant’s perception of angles. The error is

Fig. 9. (a) Proportion of networks with minimal paths, (b) number of corrective moves and (c) number of connected networks for the Classic ToH configuration (clas) and

the Modified ToH configuration (mod) using only the directional information (dir) (a¼ 4, k¼5) or using only the exploration pheromone choosing the alternative branch

(alt) (a¼ 4, k¼5, walt ¼ 0:9) when scouting. Bars represent standard errors.
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modelled as a normally distributed white noise sampled from
Nð0,sÞ which is added whenever an ant measures the difference
between the angle of a branch and the direction to the nest. When
the ant’s perception of the angle is perturbed in this way, a higher
standard deviation s results in less optimal path selection
(Fig. 13). However when the standard deviation is r601, the
simulated ants finally build up a trail network which connects
nest and food source and contains at least one of the minimal

paths (compare to Fig. 13(a), (b), (d) and (e)). Fig. 13(c) and (f)
shows that the number of corrective moves increases when the
perception error is increased. Therefore perception errors with
standard deviation sr601 add additional edges to the trail
network. With standard deviation sZ901 more than 30% of the
angles ‘measured’ by ants point in the wrong direction due to the
stochastic properties of the normal distribution. With these
values the navigation based on directional bias cannot provide
sufficient information about the correct direction to the nest.

It is interesting that our simulations are insensitive to error in
the ants’ ability to accurately measure the angles at bifurcations.
We have two possible explanations. First, information provided
by pheromones is only overridden to decrease the path length by
finding shorter (sub-)trails. The short trails are memorised by the
use of pheromone and this is not prone to errors in our simula-
tions. Second, it is sufficient to have statistically correct direc-
tional information to gradually improve the trail network. As long

Fig. 10. (a) Proportion with minimal paths, (b) number of corrective moves and (c) number of connected networks for the parameters with the highest connectivity and

the lowest number of corrective moves (a¼ 4, k¼1) in both configurations simulated in the one pheromone and directional navigation model.

Fig. 11. (a) Proportion of networks with minimal paths, (b) number of corrective moves and (c) number of connected networks for the Classic ToH configuration (a¼ 3:5,

k¼1, walt ¼ 0:5) and the Modified ToH configuration (a¼ 4, k¼1, walt ¼ 0:1) in the two pheromones model.

Table 4
Number of connected networks at different time steps for Classic and Modified

ToH configurations in the one pheromone model. Data are pooled over all

parameter configurations.

Configuration After 60 min After 70 min After 120 min

Classic ToH 28 1 0

Modified ToH 34 0 0
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as this information is on average correct, information can be
filtered from the noise within reasonable time and the ants can
adapt to the changes.

4. Discussion

To capture the key features observed in real Argentine ant trail
networks using the Towers of Hanoi maze, our models require
some form of navigation based on directional bias. Our simula-
tions produced networks that connect the nest to the food source

via a minimal path. The trail networks converge to the minimal
path even when the trail is disrupted by removing essential parts
of the maze, i.e. disconnecting the bridge containing the estab-
lished trail. Furthermore, simulated ants create the characteristic
trails along the perpendicular paths observed in the experiments
after the change to the maze. The models that mimic the
empirical results most, are the Standard model, which includes
a combination of two pheromones and directional bias, and a
simplification of the Standard model that used only one pher-
omone and directional bias. In the Standard model, exploration
pheromone acts to repel ants scouting for food and attracts ants

Fig. 12. Examples of a connected network after 60 min (a and c) and a disconnected network after 90 min (b and d) in the Modified ToH configuration in the one pheromone

model. (a and b) Trail networks and (c and d) pheromone levels. Description of colours as in Fig. 6.

Fig. 13. (a and d) Number of connected networks, (b and e) proportion of networks with minimal paths, and (c and f) number of corrective moves for configuration (a¼ 4,

k¼5, wdir ¼ 0:9); (a–c) in the Classic ToH configuration and (d–f) in the Modified ToH configuration when a perception error with standard deviation error is applied to the

Standard model. Bars represent standard errors.
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returning from the food source during the simulations’ initial
stages. As the simulation continues, foraging pheromone is laid by
the returning ants, and a foraging trail is constructed which
guides ants in both directions. Ants discovering a foraging
pheromone trail reinforce the trail with foraging pheromone on
their way to the food source.

In the model that includes only one pheromone and direc-
tional bias, the single pheromone functions in the same way as
the foraging pheromone implemented in the Standard model. By
comparing both models, we can elucidate the mechanisms
essential to the ants’ ability to construct realistic foraging trails:
a single pheromone to mark the path from the food to the nest
and directional bias necessary to override outdated pheromone
information. The presence of a second pheromone, exploration
pheromone, is not necessary provided the ants can use directional
navigation. This is true both for scouting ants and ants that have
fed and need to find their way back to the nest. In the Standard
model that includes two pheromones, ants cease laying explora-
tion pheromone once a foraging trail is established. Thus even
when we assume the presence of two pheromones, ants mainly
rely on foraging pheromone once food has been found.

Our results using the Standard model additionally show that it
is not necessary to assume that the ants decrease the rate of
pheromone deposition as in Vittori et al. (2004). Instead the
continuous deposition of pheromone as previously reported (Aron
et al., 1989) is sufficient to establish a pheromone trail that guides
ants back to the nest.

When we apply simplifications to our biologically motivated
model, we find that use of a single foraging pheromone without
additional information is insufficient for the ants to adapt
to dynamic changes in the manner observed in the experiments
with real ants (Reid et al., 2011). Even a single pheromone system
aimed at simulating realistic foraging networks in static situations
appears to be difficult (Vela-Perez et al., 2011) and Dussutour et al.
(2009b) therefore applied two pheromones to explain behaviour
observed in P. megacephala. Similarly, Schweitzer et al. (1997) also
used two pheromones to connect the nest to the food source under
static foraging scenarios. When we remove the ants’ ability to use
directional information from our Standard model, essentially yielding
the two-pheromone model, our simulated ants are still able to
connect the food source to the nest and adapt to the changes in
the majority of cases, but often they do not find a minimal path,
either before or after the dynamic change. Thus it appears that
directional navigation is necessary for the ants to be able to
realistically adapt their foraging trails in a dynamically changing
environment even if ants can utilise both exploration pheromone
and foraging pheromone.

The directional bias introduced in our model allows the ants to
find the food source quicker and ensures that ‘incorrect’ or old
trail information can be ignored. Thus ants can be strongly
attracted to trail pheromone and simultaneously adapt to
dynamic changes. Alternative explanations for the ants’ ability
to adapt to dynamic changes, e.g. noise in the branch selection
process (Dussutour et al., 2009a), agglomeration avoidance (de
Melo and Araujo, 2008, 2011), or a sigmoidal sensitivity to
pheromones (de Melo and Araujo, 2008, 2011), are not necessary.

Argentine ants are unable to determine the exact location of
the nest relative to the food. It is thus important that our
simulations show that it is sufficient for the ants to only know
the general direction to the nest but not its exact position. Reid
et al. (2011) and Gerbier et al. (2008) took all reasonable
precautions to prevent the use of visual references in their
experiments. However because our simulations are insensitive
to sensory errors, this might indicate that the ants may need only
very subtle directional cues in their environment to be able to use
directional information.

In our simulations ‘directional navigation‘ can be achieved by
the ants moving away from the location they came from, i.e. the
nest for unfed ants and the food source for fed ants. An ant then
only needs to memorise the direction of the nest or food source
for a relatively short period of time. Given that we have shown
that the ants ability to solve the ToH maze is robust against
sensory errors, both short term memory regarding the direction
an ant came from and directional information (i.e. knowing the
exact direction to the nest) are likely to yield similar results.
However in mazes shaped differently to the ToH maze, where
ants can travel past the nest or the food source, ants would get
lost using short term memory instead of directional navigation.

A different interpretation of directional bias is a combination
of a geometric bias (Garnier et al., 2009) and edge following
(Dussutour et al., 2005). Garnier et al. (2009) observed that
Argentine ants are biased by local geometric properties of
bifurcations in a maze. In asymmetrical bifurcations the majority
of ants preferred the branch that deviated less from their initial
direction, and the number of u-turns on the more deviating
branch was higher. In the Towers of Hanoi maze, the geometric
bias can provide the additional information that is necessary to
select a minimal path. As an ant travels from one end of the maze
to the other all bifurcations they encounter in the first half of the
maze are symmetrical, and all bifurcations encountered in the
second half of the maze are asymmetrical. Thus all ants crossing
the midline of the maze will most likely continue in their initial
direction, which happens to be along the minimal path (both
initially, and after the dynamic change). Since traffic is simulta-
neously bi-directional at most stages of the experiment/simula-
tion, geometric bias simultaneously leads to minimal path
selection on both sides of the maze. However directly after the
dynamic change the ants must find their way from the blockage
in the trail to the new path in the centre of the maze. This requires
them to choose the path which differs most from their angle of
approach at the bifurcation, in order to form the perpendicular
paths observed in experiments. This decision stands at odds with
geometric information which would guide the ants back to their
origin, the nest or the food source respectively (Garnier et al.,
2009). Indeed, in Garnier’s simulations based on one pheromone
combined with a geometric bias, increasing the number of
bifurcations to approximately the value in the Towers of Hanoi
maze resulted in less time spent on a minimal path (Garnier et al.,
2009, Fig. 4(b)).

Further analysis of the Towers of Hanoi experiments in Reid
et al. (2011) shows that in the absence of any pheromone, ants
coming from the nest prefer the branches at the edge of the maze.
Mechanistically, this can be explained either by ants selecting
branches according to directional navigation, or edge following.
Interestingly, the ants’ motivation to explore the complete 3601
environment around the nest, as suggested in Reid et al. (2011),
would require both edge following and directional navigation to
prohibit walking back to the nest. However edge following can
also explain how a trail emerges on the perpendicular paths after
the dynamic change: ants which have followed the outer edge of
the maze from the nest follow the minimal path until they
confront the wall now blocking the connecting bridge. By con-
tinuing to follow the wall, and then following the edges along the
perpendicular path, the ants are led directly to the alternative
bridge (see Fig. 1, the wall is highlighted in black). Nevertheless,
ants exclusively following walls and pheromone trails cannot find
or exploit the new minimal path after the dynamic change.

The complex behaviour of ants as observed in the Towers of
Hanoi maze can result from a combination of different sensory
factors. A combination of geometric bias and edge following is a
reasonable candidate interpretation for directional navigation.
Additionally noise, agglomeration avoidance, or sigmoidal
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sensitivity to pheromones are necessary in order to allow ants to
exit strong trails, and to prohibit loops in the trail network. To
find a reasonably weighted combination of the different naviga-
tion systems to ensure that in each situation an adequate decision
procedure is applied is a complex task and remains for future
research. The proposed combination of a single pheromone
system and directional navigation is much simpler and we
encourage further research to test the different hypotheses with
mazes shaped differently from the Towers of Hanoi configuration
using model driven experiments.
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Appendix A. Pheromone sensing

Modelling the sensing of pheromone by ants at branching
points is not as simple as just using a multiplicative evaporation
rate, because pheromone laid on a path would never be reduced
to zero again. One possibility is to use a threshold below which
pheromone values are regarded as undetectable. However it is not
easy to measure this threshold in experiments and its manual
selection needs to be influenced by other parameters of the
pheromone model such as evaporation rate, amount of phero-
mone laid by individual ants, and the constants ks and as. There-
fore we chose a probabilistic approach coupling the ability to
sense the pheromones to the decision probabilities used in
pheromone navigation. In our simulation ants sense no phero-
mone of type sAf1;2g with probability PðFs � 0Þ. For each alter-
native edge, i.e. branch at a branching point in the maze, a
hypothetical choice between that edge and an ideal edge e0

without any pheromone is consulted and the edge e with the
highest probability psðe,e0Þ ¼ psðeÞ in favour for e is selected
(compare to Eq. (3)). If probability psðe,e0Þ is close to 0.5, i.e. if
both alternatives cannot be distinguished from an edge without
pheromone, then PðFs � 0Þ should be close to 1. This motivates
the following formal definition:

PðFs � 0Þ :¼ 1�2 �max
e
ðpsðe,e0Þ�0:5Þ: ðA:1Þ

Note, that no additional parameter is necessary and that the value
of psðe,e0Þ differs from the probability to finally choose branch e

based on the pheromone values of the two alternatives at a
branching point.

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found
in the online version at doi:http://dx.doi.org.10.1016/j.jtbi.2012.
04.003.
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